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Abstract
By the mid-1950s, the British theatre has reached a deadlock end
where nothing groundbreaking would seem to penetrate into the British
dramatic landscape. The upper-middle class drawing-room dramas of
Terence Rattigan and Noel Coward were dominant and largely directed at
an upper-middle class audience while the working and lower classes and
their concerns were hardly seen on stage. In 1956, a shocking piece of
drama emerged to threaten and destroy the old established paradigm. John
Osborne’s Look Back in Anger ushered in a new trend in British drama,
namely the controversial kitchen sink drama which helped steer British
theatre in a completely different direction and was considered a watershed
in the history of contemporary British drama.
This study examines the defining features of kitchen sink drama in
terms of four aspects, namely themes, characterisation, language and
setting. It aims, in the final analysis, to highlight what sets it apart from
previous dramatic movements and thus makes it indispensible in any
discussion of the development of British drama from the 1950s onwards.
The study, in this sense, claims to be comprehensive in its approach.
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Introduction: Historical and Literary Context
After the Second World War, Great Britain was economically
depleted and it gradually started to lose its reputation and status as the
world’s largest and strongest empire particularly in the aftermath of India’s
independence, the Suez Crisis and its complete failure in supporting the
Hungarian uprising which erupted in 1956 and was harshly crushed after
the intervention of Soviet troops. A process of decolonization began which
eventually led to dismantling the British Empire. Britain withdrew from
Palestine, Egypt and Burma and in 1947 it left India. Through a gradual
process which was completed by the 1960s, all the dominions were
granted complete independence. These events largely signalled the end of
the British empire.
In the meantime, the British people were disillusioned by the false
promises made by the first Labour government after the war. Although the
Welfare State it introduced managed to bring about many reforms in terms
of making education and health care more accessible to the
underprivileged and a certain level of affluence was apparent, it failed to
reach all of its intended targets especially among the working classes
(Innes, “Voice” 61).
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The mid-fifties and the years of the sixties were a period of protest. In
Britain, all established values came under attack. The young felt cheated as
the promises of a better future to be gotten from the Welfare State revealed
themselves to be empty. They felt trapped in a class system that opened the
doors to the rich public school members of the upper and middle classes
and kept them closed to the working and lower classes. They attacked the
false morality and hypocrisy of the middle-class ethos, a leftover from
Victorian times, where form was more important than substance. Taylor
explains that:
1956 was the year of Suez and Hungary, protest was in the air, and
the mood of the country, especially that of young England, veered
sharply from the preciosity and dilettantism which had been in vogue
at the universities and elsewhere for the last few years to one of grim
political consciousness. (35-6)
By the mid-fifties, British drama continued to present superficial
drawing-room plays which depicted luxurious country houses inhabited by
the upper and middle classes. Such dramas turned a blind eye to the
country’s miserable situation after the war. That continued to be the case
until the appearance of John Osborne’s Look Back in Anger in 1956. The
state of British drama after World War II can be summarised in the
dominance of the drawing-room dramas of Terence Rattigan and Noel
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Coward who persisted in portraying the upper-middle classes and ignored
and marginalised the working and lower classes. Rattigan, the chief
representative of the above mentioned drama, openly declared that his
plays were not aimed at a working-class audience (Innes, “Voice” 55).
Rebellato sums up the dramatic landscape, at the time, in the following
extract:
By 1956, British theatre was in a terrible state. The West End was
dominated by a few philistine theatre managers, cranking out
emotionally repressed, middle-class plays, all set in drawing rooms
with French windows, as vehicles for stars whose only talent was to
wield a cigarette holder and a cocktail glass while wearing a dinner
jacket. While war and suffering raged around it, the theatre
continued to reflect a tiny segment of society, and ignored the rest.
(1)
Kitchen sink drama came as a part of the larger social and economic
revolution which erupted after World War II. British drama after the 1950s
was required to reflect what was really happening socially and to depict the
true experiences of the lower and disadvantaged classes. Therefore, kitchen
sink drama was born:
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The old conception of theatre as a cultural decoration was dead; so,
too, was the conception of theatre as the entertainment of an
exclusive leisured class. The end of the war was the beginning of a
social revolution that has not yet ended. This revolution has deep
spiritual as well as economic and social significance; it demands from
the theatre a corresponding revolution in its outlook (Hunt 150).
Although the verse dramas of Christopher Fry and T.S. Eliot achieved
a certain level of success in the thirties and forties, they could not revive
and revitalise the stagnant British drama. In other words, their plays did
not prove popular enough and did not seem to be what British theatre was
waiting for to be saved from its stalemate (Taylor 20).
A very influential factor which contributed to the birth of kitchen
sink drama is the establishment of two new theatre companies, namely the
English Stage Company by George Devine at the Royal Court Theatre in
London and the Theatre Workshop by Joan Littlewood at the Theatre
Royal, Stratford East (Lacey, “Staging” 60). The role of these two companies
was instrumental as they were keen on attracting new, young dramatists
who can depict the contemporary and “the here and now”, touch on the
lives and concerns of the marginalised working classes and revitalise the
British theatre after many years of dramatic standstill. These two theatre
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companies also attempted to attract a different kind of audience, namely
“the provincial young” and the working-classes (Lacey, “Staging” 63).
As a matter of fact, Osborne’s Look Back in Anger only came to light as
a result of an advertisement in the newspapers placed by Devine, aiming to
find innovative young writers who could contribute new writing to the
stage and eventually the play was “the sole survivor of 750 plays sent to the
Court” (Roberts 47). One result of the play’s success was encouraging the
young generation to try their hands at writing plays after relatively long
period of distancing themselves from the theatre. In fact, most of the plays
produced by the English Stage Company were contributed by new writers
(Styan 151). This company managed to achieve a breakthrough and make
drama more authentic and representative of the British people at the time.
In the following extract, four playgoers wrote a letter to the company,
praising its production of Look Back in Anger:
May we, as four members of the vast and usually phlegmatic British
public, write and express our wildly enthusiastic appreciation of your
production of Look Back in Anger. It seems to us that the first time
that our home-grown brand of mixed up kid has been presented on
any stage . . . and can only applaud the complete truthfulness and
alarming realism of the whole production . . . as contemporaries of the
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characters in your play [we] are delighted to endorse the veracity of
the whole business. [italics are mine] (qtd. in Roberts 49).
In the following quotation, Ewan MacColl highlights the real reasons
which led to establishing the Theatre Workshop which was behind
producing Delaney’s A Taste of Honey in 1958:
We felt that the heroes of the theatre had to change, that conflict had
to be brought back. That the theatre had to reflect what was
happening immediately around us, and the problems of a society in
the throes of economic crisis, with a third of the working population
unemployed. (qtd. in Shellard 60).
Kitchen sink drama arrived at a time when British theatre lost touch
with the lower classes’ daily grim realities and the major contemporary
events. The mainstream drama after the war did not reflect the struggle of
the ordinary people merely to survive and make ends meet; it continued to
represent a tiny minority and a specific sector of the British society, namely
the upper-middle class.
One reason which led British theatre to this state of stagnation which
the new theatre companies fought was the censorship system imposed on
British theatre since the eighteenth century. The "restrictions were severe.
Characters were only permitted to speak in an unrealistically prim fashion,
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bare flesh was out of the question and certain political or sexual themes
were completely taboo” (Philips 100). In this context, kitchen sink drama
acted as a catalyst and contributed to finally abolishing the powers of Lord
Chamberlain’s Office altogether in 1968 (Lacey, “Staging” 58). This office
was tasked with censoring plays and determining the ones to be
performed. For instance, Delaney’s A Taste of Honey was the first piece of
drama to portray a homosexual with an unprecedented degree of
directness and honesty; the controversy it stirred at the time managed to
push the boundaries imposed on drama further, making room for more
authentic drama and paving the way for the ultimate abolishing of
censorship which was an obstacle to present a lifelike drama for so long.
After these dramatic stagnation years, Osborne came to make people
more involved on the emotional level. He said in an article entitled ‘They
Call It Cricket’ in 1957: “I want to make people feel, to give them lessons in
feeling” (qtd. in Styan 149). He and other playwrights whom he encouraged
spoke "for a generation who had for so long been silent, they forged a
living, adult, vital theatre" (Rebellato 2).
The plays which will be tackled in the study are John Osborne's Look
Back in Anger (1957), Shelagh Delaney's A Taste of Honey (1959), Arnold
Wesker's The Kitchen (1960) and John Arden's Live Like Pigs (1958).
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This study consists of three chapters, covering, as the title suggests,
the elements which made kitchen sink drama stand out as a new dramatic
movement. The chapters examine four dramatic elements, namely themes,
characterisation, language and setting.
The introduction of the study provides the historical and literary
context of kitchen sink drama and lays out the phases and inciting forces,
so to speak, which gradually led to its emergence and gives a brief idea
about the situation of British drama before the appearance of kitchen sink
drama.
Chapter One entitled "Social and Political Themes", is a thematic
exploration of the plays under discussion. It aims to highlight the
contribution of this drama on the thematic level i.e. the kind of themes
which characterised kitchen sink drama and made it stand out.
Chapter Two entitled "Kitchen Sink Drama’s Unfamiliar
Characterisation" is concerned with the new kind of characters kitchen sink
drama depicted. Each of the studied plays explores a characterisation area
which was neglected before but is now celebrated and championed by
kitchen sink drama, presenting in the final analysis, the character types
which made kitchen sink drama distinct from the drama prior to the midfifties.
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Finally, Chapter Three entitled "Language and Setting in Kitchen Sink
Drama" tackles two aspects, namely the language and setting of this drama.
It discusses the kind of language this drama utilised and how British drama
stopped idolising the Queen's English and started using informal English
and regional accents extensively after being avoided and resorted to only
when necessary. The chapter also highlights the sort of surroundings,
environments and milieus featured in this drama to render itself true to the
life and people it portrays. Under kitchen sink drama, humble houses and
even dirty places started to replace the luxurious drawing room. The study
ends up with a conclusion which includes its findings.
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Chapter 1: Social and Political Themes
Part of the distinctiveness of kitchen sink drama lies in the kind of
ideas and subjects which it tackles. A unique feature of this drama is its
focus on the "life of the urban and rural working-class" (Styan 151), and its
concentration on their domestic and day-to-day activities. That makes it a
departure from the kind of themes which pervaded the dramatic landscape
prior to the mid-fifties. For the first time in contemporary British theatre,
the once ignored and marginalized lives and concerns of the impoverished
working classes were discussed and put under scrutiny.
The significance of kitchen sink drama rests on the fact that it is
relevant to what was happening at the time. In other words, it is a
reflection of the contemporary social and political events. In fact, this
drama was “responding very sharply to the political and social experiences
of their audiences” (Rebellato 17). Hayman argues that "before 1955 very
few of our playwrights were interested in using theatre as a means of
political persuasion" (2-3). George Devine, the founder of the English Stage
Company at the Royal Court who produced most of the new plays in the
mid-fifties and sixties, aimed to make drama "an essential part of society, a
major educative force, a potential agent of political change" (qtd. in Innes,
Modern British Drama 104).
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Thus, the themes of kitchen sink drama tend to be about
contemporary social, domestic and political issues and events which
directly touch the lives of the working-class people and have an impact on
them. According to Styan, kitchen sink drama is "a vigorous prose drama of
ideas, an attempt to breach the wall which, in Arthur Miller's words, 'seals
the British theatre from life'" (150).
In this chapter, the themes of the four plays will be explored to
illustrate the thematic concerns of kitchen sink drama. The four selected
plays feature a wide range of diverse political and social themes which
affect in one way or another the lives of their characters. Each of the plays
will be studied independently, and every theme will be dealt with
separately under the relevant play.
A. John Osborne’s Look Back in Anger
Look Back in Anger is regarded as a breakthrough in the history of
British drama not because it presented or invented anything revolutionary
on the formal level but rather because it reflected the sentiments and
concerns of the working classes at the time (Taylor 40). Lacey also argues
that Look Back in Anger "was undisputedly contemporary, marking the
separation of ‘then’ (the domination of the pre-war symbolism of church
and monarchy, the austerity of the postwar years") from ‘now’ (the
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sensibility of a newly engaged mid-fifties Britain) (“Narratives of Loss”
165).
1. Anger
As its title suggests, the play’s main theme is anger. The protagonist
of the play, Jimmy Porter, is filled with rage. However, the question which
needs to be asked here is why he is angry and what he is angry at. Actually,
his anger is directed towards many characters and is driven by many
reasons.
Jimmy cannot tolerate the apathy and passivity of the society in
general and of the people he lives with in particular. He “fumes at the
inadequacy and nervelessness of the people around him” (Rebellato 142).
He does his best to extract some reaction from his wife, Alison, but to no
avail. The only response he gets from her is silence. He even calls her "The
Lady Pusillanimous" (22; act 1). His anger goes so far as to wish that she
should have a baby and that she loses him in the hope to "become a
recognisable human being" (37; act 1).
The second target of Jimmy's anger is the upper-middle class, the
class to which his wife belongs. That fact is one reason behind Jimmy's
verbal attacks against her. According to Alison, Jimmy regards her "as a sort
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of hostage" because she belongs to "the sections of society" he "declared
war on" (43; act 2, sc. 1).
Jimmy seizes all possible chances to criticise this class. He describes
the people coming from it as "sycophantic, phlegmatic and pusillanimous"
(21; act 1). He detests the idea that just because some people are born to a
privileged class, they will get to places and occupy positions that no other
person can reach regardless of how hard they try. Nigel, Alison's brother, is
a perfect example of such people. Although Jimmy believes that Nigel is a
dim-wit, he still thinks that "he'll end up in the Cabinet one day" (20; act 1)
for no other reason than being a member of the upper-middle class.
Jimmy's outrage extends to Alison's mother specially that she does
her best to stop their marriage. She does not want her daughter to marry
him since he is "a young man without money, background or even looks"
(52; act 2, sc. 1). He attacks her viciously whenever he has the chance, he
goes as far as to call her "an old bitch" (53; act 2, sc. 1). The following
extract clarifies how much hatred he has towards her:
She'd bellow like rhinoceros in labour – enough to make every male
rhino for miles turn white and pledge himself to celibacy. But even I
under-estimated her strength. Mummy may look over-fed and a bit
flabby on the outside, but don't let that well-bred guzzler fool you.
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Underneath all that, she's armour plated . . . she's as rough as a night
in a Bombay brothel, and as tough as a matelot's arm. (52; act 2, sc. 1)
Being a member of the upper-middle class, Alison's friend, Helena
Charles, also becomes a legitimate target for Jimmy's attack. He calls her a
"bitch" (35; act 1) and considers her one of his "natural enemies" (35; act
1) for the mere fact that she belongs to that class.
He even targets the establishment represented in the church saying
that it "supports the rich against the poor" (13; act 1) and accuses it of
being prejudiced against the working classes. He even gets very irritated
upon hearing the church bells (25; act 1).
However, Rebellato argues that “the political force of Look Back in
Anger lay not in the targets of Porter’s anger, but in the anger itself: the
experience and spectacle of someone, caring, feeling, living” (31). Lacey, on
the other hand, sums up the play's main themes in “the hostility to
‘phoniness’, the sense of a hero at odds with his university education, the
comic attacks on an upper-middle-class cultural style, a prickly sensitivity”
(Realist Theatre 24).
2. Dissatisfaction with the Status Quo
The play's atmosphere is one of despondency about the stagnancy
which hit Britain after the Second World War. It reached a point where
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"nobody thinks, nobody cares. No beliefs, no convictions and no
enthusiasm" (17; act 1). According to Edward Pearce, post-war Britain
"settled down into blancmange-like existence of common sense, tolerance
and half-a-grain change" (qtd. in Shellard 53).
This sentiment is pretty evident in Jimmy's everyday life; everything
in his life is repeated over and over again. Nothing new seems to penetrate
into his daily routine. The play's third act is almost a replica of the first
except for the woman standing behind the ironing board being Helena
instead of Alison. Jimmy expresses his weariness of the regular tasks he
keeps on doing:
God, how I hate Sundays! It's always depressing, always the same. We
never seem to get any further, do we? Always the same ritual.
Reading the papers, drinking tea, ironing. A few more hours, and
another week gone. Our youth is slipping away. (15; act 1)
3. Nostalgia
Britain's loss of the Suez Canal and its failure in Hungary were largely
taken to mark the end of the British Empire. John Osborne's Look Back in
Anger came to reflect the general mood prevalent at the time, namely
lamenting the old status of Britain.
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Despite the fact that Jimmy and Colonel Redfern are from totally
different classes, they share a peculiar nostalgia for the sweet old days.
They both cherish the same yearning for the Edwardian era (the reign of
King Edward VII, 1901-1910) or to be more precise “the era of Edwardian
settlement and complacency” (Taylor 49); they both miss a time when
Britain was powerful and the British people were content and proud of
their country and its status. In fact, Jimmy sympathises with him because
he is "just one of those sturdy old plants left over from the Edwardian
Wilderness that can't understand why the sun isn't shining any more" (67;
act 2, sc. 2). Jimmy, at the same time, pities himself and laments Britain's
reality at the time saying "People of our generation aren't able to die for
good causes any longer. We had all that done for us in the thirties and
forties, when we were still kids . . . There aren't any good, brave causes left"
(84; act 3, sc. 1).
Taylor, in his widely acclaimed book on the drama of the mid-fifties,
Anger and After, explains that notion:
Alison's father generation knew where they were, what standards
their lives were ruled by, and were their duty lay . . . They had causes
to die for and even if they were wrong they had a certain dignity.
Their security in an apparently secure world is eminently to be
envied by someone, like Jimmy. (49)
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B. Shelagh Delaney’s A Taste of Honey
What made Delaney turn to writing plays in the first place was her
disappointment with a play by Terence Rattigan, entitled Variations on a
Theme (1958). She felt that British theatre did not reflect the real concerns
of the British working-class people and that she could write better drama
in that sense.
Delaney's play is considered to be a thematically exceptional play for
it highlights many social and domestic issues and problems which are
tackled for the first time in contemporary British drama. The play discusses
taboos unheard of before and features odd social patterns. In the play,
"issues and dilemmas are radical: motherhood is thrust on many women;
nurturing is not necessarily an automatic maternal instinct" (Wandor,
Looking Back 62).
1. Momentary Happiness
The play's title suggests a key theme, namely temporary happiness.
All of the play's characters have their time of transient happiness but some
feel its negative impacts and others do not. Jo's lover (the black boy), Peter
and Helen do have their own 'taste of honey' without having to pay for it
later. They taste happiness for a while and do not have to face any
consequences. The black boy leaves Jo without a trace after their affair;
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Peter divorces Helen after he grows bored of her and Helen simply returns
to her daughter as if nothing had happened. On the other hand, Jo, Helen's
daughter, is the first one to feel the ramifications of her share of happiness;
she meets a black sailor and they engage in a short-lived affair which
renders her pregnant at a young age as a result.
Geof, the art student, also enjoys a short happy stay and relationship
with Jo, but he is eventually expelled when Helen decides to come back to
her daughter, leaving him with no place to go. Jo knows quite well that her
happy time with the black boy will not last and that is why she tells him she
is sure he will not come back, "I'll probably never see you again. I know it ...
I just know it. That's all. But I don't care" (38; act 1, sc. 2). She is
accustomed to spending short happy periods with her mother who, all of a
sudden, leaves her, to pursue her own personal pleasures.
2. Motherhood and Mother-Daughter Relationship
Delaney's A Taste of Honey features a new approach to motherhood
and odd social patterns to the extent of role reversal. Lacey explains:
The mother figure, Helen, is very unlike a ‘mother’, having no
domestic abilities, being feckless and sexually active. The caring role
is taken initially by Jo, the daughter, and then by Geof, a man who
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displays none of the conventional ‘male’ attributes. (Realist Theatre
94)
Helen represents a bad example of mothers, she neglects her
daughter, pursuing personal pleasure which, in turn, leads Jo to be
independent of her mother. Jo tries different jobs including a pub waitress
to pay for the rent. Helen admits the fact that she is not "a proper mother"
(35; act 1, sc. 2) and that she is "a cruel and wicked woman" (15; act 1, sc.
1).
Helen's selfish behaviour pushes Jo to look for other sources to make
up for the missing mother's love. She meets the black boy and gets
pregnant; this puts her face to face with the prospect of being a single
mother herself. She admits to Geof that she hates motherhood (56; act 2, sc.
1); she rejects even the thought of having a child and that is evident when
she throws away the doll Geof buys her to practise, "I'll bash its brains out.
I'll kill it. I don't want his baby, Geof. I don't want to be a mother. I don't
want to be a woman" (75; act 2, sc. 2). Being a terrible mother, Helen
contributes to creating another copy of her and makes Jo "afraid of
becoming a mother because she has not herself been properly mothered"
(Wandor, Looking Back 61).
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Another pertinent point to be made is the new kind of motherdaughter relationship portrayed in the play. The mother-daughter
relationship between Helen and Jo is certainly not the kind of relationships
theatregoers were used to see before the mid-fifties. Their relationship is
no ideal one which is pretty evident in the following exchange:
HELEN. Don't worry, you'll soon be an independent working woman
and free to go where you please.
JO. The sooner the better. I'm sick of you. You've made my life a
misery. And stop sneezing your 'flu bugs all over me. I don't want to
catch your cold.
HELEN. Oh! Get out of my sight. (15; act 1, sc. 1)
They keep shouting and insulting each other and Jo is sometimes
jealous of Helen for being desirable for younger men. Dyer emphasises this
saying:
The language they use to refer to each other often reflects their
feelings towards one another. Jo calls her mother 'Helen' which might
suggest a lack of respect or simply that she sees herself as Helen's
equal. Similarly, although Helen does address her daughter by name
she also regularly refers to her in the third person as 'she', which
creates a sense of emotional distance. (16)
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Although their roles seem to be temporarily reversed, they cannot
help but show typical feelings of a mother and daughter. That is to say,
Helen does show motherly affection for Jo who in turn wishes that her
mother stay with her and act as a real mother.
3. Sex as a Destructive Force
Sex is represented in the play to demolish relationships and cause
great damage. Helen becomes pregnant with Jo as a result of "a frolic in a
hay loft one afternoon" (73; act 2, sc. 2). Jo, herself, also gets pregnant as a
result of a short, probably not serious affair with a black sailor. Lacey
accentuates, in the following quotation, the negative role of sex in the play:
It separates mother and daughter (Helen’s marriage to Peter) and
leaves Jo with a baby. Jo’s relationship with Geof is only possible
because it is without sex. The only moments of genuine difficulty
between them are when sex is involved; Jo’s demand that Geof tell
her what he does with men nearly leads to his departure, and Geof’s
attempt at a physical relationship with her is rejected as irrelevant.
(Realist Theatre 94)
4. Novel Approach to Sexuality
Female sexuality is approached in a completely new way; a grown-up
mother who is supposed to be caring for her daughter, selfishly pursues her
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sexual pleasures and a teenage daughter becomes an expectant single
mother in the meanwhile. Through Geof, homosexuality was depicted
directly for the first time in contemporary British drama and was in effect
the first instance to be approved by the Lord Chamberlain office (Fowler
112). According to Fowler, Delaney "was ahead of her time" in many
respects including "Portraying a gay character on stage and opting for a life
without men" (87). Nonetheless, homosexuality is openly attacked in the
play through the attitudes of the characters towards Geof. He is mocked by
Helen and Peter and later rejected by Jo as a lover and she is even disgusted
when he tries to kiss her. In other words, his sexual orientation thwarts any
possibility of a full affair with Jo, leaving him no other option but platonic
friendship.
5. Poverty
One significant aspect of kitchen sink drama is portraying the actual
living conditions of its characters and that is exactly what Delaney does in
her play. A Taste of Honey highlights, mainly through the story of Helen and
Jo, the fact that the prosperity and financial advantages which came with
the post-war Welfare State did not reach all of its intended targets. A main
driving force behind much of the play's incidents is poverty. It has great
consequences on the characters from the very beginning of the play till its
end.
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Helen and Jo keep moving from one flat to another because they do
not have enough money to pay the rent, and even when they find one, they
settle for a small dirty place because it is all they can afford. Jo leaves
school, relinquishes her mother's suggestion to go to an art school to refine
her talent and finds work in a shoe shop to support herself and become
independent of her mother. Helen marries Peter for his money and because
he can provide her with a bigger house and a better life and when asked by
Jo about the reason behind her marriage to Peter, she answers "he's got a
wallet full of reasons" (34; act 1, sc. 2). Geof originally moves to live with Jo
because he has no other place to go.
C. Arnold Wesker's The Kitchen
The play sheds light on the daily life of a group of kitchen cooks,
porters and waitresses and the kind of struggles they are likely to have
experienced. Their day-to-day problems, concerns and activities are
explored and drawn upon rather than marginalised as was the case before
the mid-fifties. Their daily, banal dialogues and activities are actually the
essence of the play rather than breaks between major incidents or mere
additions to produce a comic effect.
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1. Modern, Material and Stressful Life
The Kitchen focuses on the relationships between the kitchen's chefs,
cooks and waitresses and, if taken on a wider scale, the relationships
among people in general in the modern, hectic life. Wesker elucidates that
adequately in the introduction to his earlier version of the play:
The world might have been a stage for Shakespeare, but to me it is a
kitchen: where people come and go and cannot stay long enough to
understand each other, and friendships, loves, and enmities are
forgotten as quickly as they are made (qtd. in Leeming 25).
Wesker stresses this point when Dimitri says:
People come and people go, big excitement, big noise. What for? In
the end who do you know? You make a friend, you are going to be all
your life his friend, but when you go from here -- pshtt! you forget!
Why you grumble about this one kitchen? (56; interlude)
Thus, the play is about the concerns, feelings and frustrations of the
kitchen's inhabitants and human beings in a modern life which leaves them
no room to develop fulfilling emotional bonds. The characters spend more
time in the kitchen than in their own homes, so the audience actually have
the opportunity to watch the characters leading their natural, spontaneous
lives, including quarrels between husbands and wives. Throughout the
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play, they reveal details about their domestic lives which they typically do
not disclose except in the privacy of their homes.
The hectic lifestyle these characters lead leaves them no time to
actually live or love. The Kitchen shows "how the rhythm of a working
routine can determine not only the rhythm of the relationships that are
possible inside it but the characters' lives . . . They are what they are
because of their work" (Hayman 44). All of the play's incidents are meant to
"show what happens when people are cooped up, constantly frustrated and
limited entirely to the dreariest, least stimulating practicalities" (Taylor
160).
The pressures the characters undergo in the kitchen make them
nervous, angry and prone to use psychological and physical violence and
that is what motivated the fight between Peter and Gaston in the first place
and made Peter smash the ovens and cut the gas tubes at the end of the
play. Rabey argues that "The Kitchen shows how pressured and
hierarchically separated working conditions intensify resentments and lead
workers to drop standards in ways which are apparently acceptable to
industrialised consumerism" (37).
Glenda Leeming stresses that putting people in crowded, demanding
and exhausting environments leads them to be constantly on alert and
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susceptible to emotional explosion, saying: "the sheer pressure of work,
increasing naturally to top speed, almost demands an explosion, a breaking
point" (27). Dimitri clarifies that fairly well when he says: "They all wanted
to fight. Listen, you put a man in the plate room all day, he's got dishes to
make clean and stinking bins to take away and floors to sweep, what else
there is for him to do – he wants to fight" (18; part 1).
Peter expresses his dissatisfaction with his current life in the kitchen,
"What kind of life is that, in a kitchen! Is that a life I ask you?" (30; part 1).
Violet also laments the fact that life has become extremely material,
without considering the emotions and feelings of others. In the past, "There
was room, it was civilized" (69; part 2).
Modern life is centred around materialistic values. It makes people
selfish, passive and not concerned about others' emotions. In fact, there is a
lack of communication between people. Leeming argues that even "the will
to communicate" is not there (31). That is what Paul highlights when he
says:
And the horror is this – that there's a wall, a big wall between me and
millions of people like him (referring to his neighbour). I think –
where will it end? What do you do about it? And I look around me, at
the kitchen, at the factories, at the enormous bloody buildings going
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up with all those offices and all those people in them, I think – Christ!
I think, Christ, Christ, Christ! (62; interlude)
Modern life cannot be taken for granted; it is material, demanding
and emotionally consuming and that is what Taylor stresses: "The tone of
the whole play seems designed to support the general disenchantment with
modern life" (160).
2. Material or Emotional Happiness
The characters in the play seem to subscribe to either of two
formulas of happiness, namely that of material happiness or emotional one.
Peter embraces emotional happiness and dismisses material possessions as
fake and incapable of achieving real happiness.
Although Monique is in love with Peter, when she is faced with a
difficult choice between a financially stable life with her husband, Monty,
and an emotionally fulfilling but materially uncertain life with Peter, she
opts for the former. For Monique, material stability is more important than
emotional wellbeing and can bring her happiness. Alfredo also believes that
happiness comes from material and physical things and that is pretty
evident in the following exchange between him and Peter:
ALFREDO. You're not ill are you?
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PETER. Who knows.
ALFREDO. No pain nor nothing?
PETER. No. AlfreALFREDO. Good! You have all your teeth?
PETER. Yes, look ALFREDO. Good! You have good lodgings?
PETER. Yes, look AlfreALFREDO. So tell me what you're unhappy for? (67; part 2)
Marango, the restaurant's proprietor, is convinced that a happy and
fulfilled life can be attained through money and material gains: "I give
work, I pay well, yes? They eat what they want, don’t they? I don’t know
what more to give a man . . . what is there more? What is there more?" (85;
part 2). He is not concerned about Hans when he burns his face and about
Peter when, at the end of the play, harms himself with an axe. He rebukes
Peter when the latter gives a poor man a meat cutlet instead of a tin of
soup, he shouts at him saying: "Sabotage. . . It's sabotage you do to me. . . It's
my fortune here and you give it away. . ." (74; part 2). All he cares about is
his property and that no one does harm to it.
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Most of the plays' characters fancy material and physical things, for
instance, Kevin dreams of more sleep, Hans wants money and Raymond
desires women. Through his story with his neighbour, Paul, indirectly,
states his wish for more understanding and sympathy among people.
Although work in the restaurant is difficult and exhausting, some
characters, such as Gaston, accept the work because "It's good money" (69;
part 2) thinking it can buy him happiness.
3. Inability to Dream
Being suffocated by a boring and dull life and locked up in a horrible
and claustrophobic place, Peter expresses his inability to "dream in a
kitchen" (74; part 2). People seem to have lost hope and the ability to
dream. Brown highlights the idea in the following extract:
Although Peter can play games by making a triumphal arch through
which he goose-steps and although he asks for dreams to be told, he
is incapable of describing any dream of his own, he escapes for a walk
with Monique. The kitchen is not a place for dreams: in the interlude,
the characters are set to talk, and they cannot . . . All three parts of the
play hold the kitchen up as a barbarity, an almost helpless inhuman
world. (172-3)
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Peter laments the fact that in the past he could "build things – castles,
huts, camps. Romantic! Youth! The world was young. Everything was
possible" (58; interlude).
D. John Arden's Live Like Pigs
The introduction of the Welfare State in 1942 brought education and
health care in addition to many other services to British people regardless
of their class. Nonetheless, the unprivileged were the main target. Live Like
Pigs is an outstanding example of the impact of the Welfare State on the
social fabric of British society.
The play shows that not all of the social classes accepted the
advantages the Welfare State brought them. Being uneducated, the
Sawneys dismissed education as worthless and even dangerous. For
instance, Rosie refuses to send her daughter, Sally, to school thinking it is
neither necessary nor useful. She even thinks that it harms her child and
deprives her of a full and a happy childhood: "They'd knock 'em about
there. I've heard of it. Hurt her. Keep her book-reading at night when she
ought to be having her play and her sleep. We'll not let them take my Sally
for the school" (161; sc. 6). Rosie also questions the benefits of the Health
Service in the following exchange:
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DOCTOR. Child needs attention – what do you imagine the Health
Service for? Why don't you take her to children's clinic? Here's the
address: look. (She gives Rosie a card.)
ROSIE. Why should we?
DOCTOR. Oh good heavens. Well . . . well . . . if that's the way you want
to – Good morning. (161; sc. 6)
1. Incompatible Ways of Living
The main theme in the play is the conflict between two different
social groups, mindsets and lifestyles caused by the new housing policies
which were proposed as a part of the Welfare State and how each group
can withstand the others' distinct codes of values and morals and preserve
its own.
The Sawneys, who are savage, uneducated and rude, come to live in a
council estate, opposite the Jacksons, who are a bit more civilized. The
Sawneys are a disorganised and a "dysfunctional" family, whereas the
Jacksons appear to be, at least on the surface, a traditional and a more
typical family. Although each of the two families leads a different kind of
life, they manage to continue with their lives seamlessly until they find
themselves forced to live opposite each other as a result of a new housing
policy. Arden himself wrote in an Introductory Note to his play that "both
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groups uphold standards of conduct which are incompatible, but which are
both valid in their correct context" (119).
Thus, in the play, there is "an unsettling incursion of uncontrollable
outside forces into a hitherto settled community" (Taylor 90). Innes
summarises the situation between the Sawneys and the Jacksons in the
following extract:
The audience are initially led to identify with the ordinary housewife
next door, whose socially approved standards of order and
cleanliness are threatened by the gypsies' scavenging, anarchistic life
style – only to be shown that her 'respectable' behaviour is even
more repellent than the most anti-social member of the gypsy group.
(Modern British Drama 132-3)
2. Violence Begets Violence
Another key theme comes, surprisingly enough, from a Sawney,
namely the Sailor who initially appears to be the most violence-inclined
character in the play. He concludes at the final stages of the play that being
violent will get the Sawneys nowhere: "Each time you tell 'em louder. So
each time they run not so far. And each time after, they get madder. Eh? The
loudest time you tell 'em, they don't run at all". He continues summarising
his point: "Live and let live" (212; sc. 16).
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Although the Jacksons appear to be more refined, they fail to
maintain their code of values and become even more violent than the
seemingly violent people. Lacey argues that "Violence, the play suggests, is
a response that is not far below the surface of 'everyday' affluent existence
when it is the central elements of social existence that are under threat –
the lynchpins of traditional family and communal life" (Realist Theatre
132).
In this chapter, a variety of political and social themes were
examined as they represent one distinct constituent of kitchen sink drama.
Osborne’s Look Back in Anger is mainly about the class conflict in the
British society after the Second World War and how such a conflict can
impact people’s personal and family lives. Delaney’s A Taste of Honey
explores social taboos which used to be shunned and swept under the
carpet rather than tackled openly. Wesker’s The Kitchen focuses on the
impacts of the modern life on the British, lower and working classes and
how people can lose their dreams in the process of making ends meet.
Arden’s Live Like Pigs tackles a unique thematic area, namely the chances of
coexistence between two different families, mentalities and lifestyles and
what happens as a result of bringing them in direct contact. The selected
plays reflect, in one way or another, the general tendency of British drama
in the mid-fifties and early sixties to be more involved in what was
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happening inside ordinary, working-class households and to depict the
impact of contemporary political events on their inner, domestic
relationships.
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Chapter 2: Kitchen Sink Drama’s Unfamiliar Characterisation
Another defining feature of kitchen sink drama is its presentation of
new and previously unfamiliar characterisation patterns. Prior to the midfifties, the norm was to focus on upper and middle-class characters and
stage socially non-controversial and conformist people. Working-class
characters were only assigned secondary and marginal roles and were
largely included in the plays to add a comic dimension. According to Styan,
the working-class was "a group which had traditionally been used only as a
pool of comic characters" (151).
With the advent of kitchen sink drama, things changed and
theatregoers started to be confronted and even shocked by unusual and
uncommon characterisation types. In other words, the focus has been
changed to "socially marginal and ‘a-typical’ characters" (Lacey, Realist
Theatre 93).
After the mid-fifties, working-class characters began to take centre
stage and the formerly secondary and cannon fodder characters started to
steal the limelight and be taken seriously. According to Hayman, "The
working-classes that had been banging at the door [of British theatre] for
so long have been let in" (qtd. in Sierz).
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The majority of kitchen sink dramatists come from working-class
backgrounds, for instance, "Arnold Wesker is the son of a Jewish tailor in
the East End" and "Shelagh Delaney, as all the world knows, comes from
Salford and did not even manage to scrape into the local grammar school"
(Taylor 12). Thus, these playwrights were eager to portray people with
similar lives and concerns and reflect their pains and aspirations.
Kitchen sink drama witnessed the appearance of the Angry Young
Men; working-class young characters who are angry at their own realities
but unable to do anything to change them. This drama presented new and
unique female characters. Under kitchen sink drama, formerly behind-thescenes characters and socially deplorable ones take the lion's share of the
dramatic attention. The tendency of kitchen sink drama to depict
unfamiliar and controversial characters was accompanied by loosening the
censorship grip on the dramatic landscape.
This chapter examines the characters of the four selected plays,
aiming to highlight the novel characterisation patterns which kitchen sink
drama presented in an attempt to produce a panoramic analysis of the
kinds of characters which audiences started to meet in the mid-fifties and
early sixties, the prime time of this new kind of drama. Thus, the chapter's
main focus is on the groundbreaking elements of the plays'
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characterisation. However, the other traditional characters will also be
mentioned as they are crucial to complete the picture.
A. John Osborne's Look Back in Anger
The play includes four main characters, namely Jimmy Porter (the
protagonist), Jimmy's wife Alison, Jimmy's best friend Cliff, and Alison's
friend Helena, in addition to one minor character, namely Alison's father,
Colonel Redfern. In the play, there is a mentioning of other characters who
do not appear on stage but are pivotal to enhance the thematic importance
of the play. These characters are Alison's mother, Alison's brother Nigel,
Alison's friend Webster, Jimmy's friend Hugh and Hugh's mother.
Class wise, Jimmy and Cliff come from working-class backgrounds
whereas Alison and Helena belong to the upper-middle class. Innes argues
that the plays' "four main characters are clearly divided on class lines, in
which sex equals status. Honest and male proletarians are set against
beautiful, but repressed or immoral – and female – gentry" (Modern British
Drama 88).
What actually sets Osborne apart from the playwrights before the
mid-fifties is his interest in young and working-class characters and the fact
that he is keen to make them the protagonists of his plays, a common
feature of characterisation in kitchen sink drama. In fact, Osborne's main
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contribution to kitchen sink drama is throwing at his audiences the first
angry young man represented in Jimmy Porter, the central character of
Look Back in Anger.
1. Jimmy Porter
Jimmy Porter is a young man in his twenties with a university degree
from the new redbrick universities established as part of the Welfare State
measures after the Second World War. Despite that fact, he runs a sweets
stall with his mate Cliff. Thus, for a start, he is not successful on the
professional level. He is angry and cannot stand the apathy and passivity of
his society in general and his wife in particular as she does not reciprocate
the intense emotions he provides her. As a result, he is overwhelmed with a
deep sense of disappointment and despondency. Central to his anger is the
fact that he cannot change any part of his reality, he "learnt at an early age
what it was to be angry—angry and helpless" (58; act 2, sc.1). On the
outside, he seems to have a strong character but at heart he is vulnerable
and sympathetic, especially to his wife. Osborne, himself, describes him in
the play's stage directions as:
A disconcerting mixture of sincerity and cheerful malice, of
tenderness and freebooting cruelty; restless, importunate, full of
pride, a combination which alienates the sensitive and insensitive
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alike . . . To many, he may seem sensitive to the point of vulgarity. To
others, he is simply a loudmouth. (9-10; act 1)
One aspect of characterisation in kitchen sink drama is its emphasis
on youth and that was partly due to the fact that young people started
taking interest in writing plays and wanted to write about their generation
and its concerns which were not duly represented and not given enough
dramatic space before the mid-fifties.
According to Worsley, Porter is just an example of "an emerging
social stereotype . . . which was built primarily around notions of youth and
the distinctiveness of post-war social experience" (Lacey, Realist Theatre
19). Sierz also argues that because Jimmy Porter is "vaguely lower class, he
represented social mobility" and because he is "vaguely lefty, he promised
change".
According to Raymond William, the general characteristics of the
Angry Young Men can be summarised in the following:
The drift towards anarchism, the instinctive leftishness, the
automatic rejection of 'official' attitudes, the surrealist sense of
humour . . . The casual promiscuity, the sense of lacking a crusade
worth fighting for . . . The Porters of our time deplore the tyranny of
good taste and refuse to accept 'emotional' as a term of abuse; they
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are classless, and they are leaderless. Mr Osborne is their first
spokesperson in the London theatre. (qtd. in Lacey, Realist Theatre
18)
Sierz actually defines angry characters as "young working-class
rebels finding their voices in naturalistic settings".
Osborne was twenty-seven years old when he wrote Look Back in
Anger (Innes, Modern British Drama 103). Thus, Jimmy represented the
youth of his day and a lot of the playgoers, at the time, identified
themselves with him. Wandor believes that Jimmy represents the "young
post-war male" (Looking Back 47). According to Taylor, "Jimmy was taken
to be speaking for a whole generation" (40-1). He explains that "Jimmy is
the saintlike witness to right values in a world gone wrong, the mouthpiece
of protest for a dissatisfied generation . . . The post-war generation who felt
that the world of today was not treating them according to their deserts"
(44).
The mid-fifties witnessed a huge emphasis from major drama critics
of the time on the youth element which the new plays highlighted. For
instance, Kenneth Tynan, the well-known drama critic who is considered
an authority on the era, wrote a very passionate review of Look Back in
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Anger in the Observer, celebrating the play and emphasising the above
mentioned element:
I agree that Look Back in Anger is likely to remain a minority taste.
What matters, however, is the size of that minority. I estimate it at
roughly 6,733,000, which is the number of people in this country
between twenty and thirty . . . I doubt if I could love anyone who did
not wish to see Look Back in Anger. It is the best young play of its
decade.
John Barber also wrote a review in the Daily Express, championing
the same element and describing Look Back in Anger as: "A first play by an
exciting new English writer—27-year-old John Osborne—burst on the
London stage last night. It is intense, angry, feverish, undisciplined. It is
even crazy. But it is young, young, young" (qtd. in Lacey, Realist Theatre 19).
T.C. Worsley was also one of the critics who stressed the play’s youth
quality and explained that it was the vogue, in his review of the play in the
New Statesman:
His [Porter's] is genuinely the modern accent – one can hear it no
doubt in every other Espresso bar, witty, relentless, pitiless, and
utterly without belief . . . Don't miss this play. If you are young, it will
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speak for you. If you are middle-aged, it will tell you what the young
are feeling. (qtd. in Lacey, Realist Theatre 19)
After the Second World War, the youth element was highlighted and
linked to the notion of social change as young men were historically tasked
with changing society. Lacey argues that the notion of youth was the
evident element to connect with anger and therefore did not exist in a
vacuum. He even believes that:
Like Anger, the idea of youth was itself an ideological construct, an
essential part of the mythology of affluence, and the link between the
Angry Young Men and youth described more than just a coincidence
of age. Youth appeared as one of the most striking and visible
manifestations of social change in the 1950s. (25)
2. Cliff Lewis
Cliff is Jimmy's friend. He lives with him and Alison in the same flat.
He, like Jimmy, comes from a working-class background and works with
Jimmy, both running a sweets stall. He has a weaker character than Jimmy
and is intellectually inferior to him. He is incapable of the long soliloquies
Jimmy performs quite vehemently. He emotionally supports Alison
whenever she is hurt by Jimmy's clumsy behaviour and advises her to tell
Jimmy that she is pregnant. However, he is passive and does not object
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when Helena temporarily takes Alison's place in Jimmy's life in the third
act. He finally decides he should leave and start a new life away from the
Porters.
3. Colonel Redfern
He is Alison's father and a former army officer who served in India
for a very long time. He returns to England after India gains independence
to find his country completely transformed and his world is virtually
shattered by that. Generally speaking, he does not approve of Jimmy but at
the same time he does not pressure Alison at all to leave him. Despite their
differences, Colonel Redfern and Jimmy cherish the Edwardian era as it is a
time of values, honour and good causes to die for.
4. Alison Porter
She is Jimmy's wife. She comes from an upper-middle class
background which is the main source of tension in the play. For almost the
entire play, she is passive and does not respond to Jimmy's long
provocative verbal attacks. Throughout the play, she appears to be tired
and psychologically exhausted from the vicious cycle she is living with
Jimmy. Alison is considered a legitimate target for Jimmy's attack as she
belongs to the class he most hates and detests. According to Innes, Alison's
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"Establishment background makes her a surrogate for the class system"
(Modern British Drama 86).
Alison undergoes a complete metamorphosis after she experiences
the painful and humiliating process of losing her baby. At the end of the
play, she returns to Jimmy, metaphorically healed, with the full humane
capabilities which Jimmy has been demanding from the very beginning of
the play.
5. Helena Charles
Helena is Alison's friend and belongs to the upper-middle class. She is
an actress and comes to stay with the Porters because she is performing a
play at the local theatre. Her feelings of hatred towards Jimmy are stirred
the moment she sets eyes on him. Jimmy considers her the living
personification of the upper class' hypocrisy and thus she naturally comes
under his attack.
She becomes attracted to Jimmy when Alison leaves and temporarily
replaces her. Upon Alison's return, she leaves, realising that it is not her
rightful place to stay with Jimmy as their relationship lacks the needed
emotional foundation which is undoubtedly there in the bond between
Jimmy and Alison.
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Through Jimmy Porter, Osborne has been successful in shocking
playgoers who were not accustomed to seeing someone shouting and
roaring on stage in the way Jimmy does. Jimmy is a unique cross between
power and emotional fragility; an angry young man who is extremely
dissatisfied with his situation and that of his country. He is an articulate,
working-class character who is more than capable of expressing his
dilemma and pain but, at the same time, unable to do anything to get rid of
them. Jimmy is a representative of a whole generation of angry young men
who emerged after the Second World War.
B. Shelagh Delaney's A Taste of Honey
A Taste of Honey was originally meant to be a novel but Delaney
turned it into a play after feeling "disappointed with the drama of the
1950s which largely tended to reflect upper-class life" and that Delaney
could "do something better which would realistically portray the lives of
characters from the working-class" (Dyer 6).
Like in the previous play, A Taste of Honey features five characters.
Audaciously enough, the two leading ones are female, namely Jo and her
mother, Helen. The other three ones are Peter, Geof and the black boy.
The play presents innovative characterisation on many levels and
explores uncharted dramatic territories. It suggests a whole new approach
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to female characterisation. In fact, Delaney helped start a trend in British
drama; working-class women became the centre of attention and more
female dramatists wrote about female protagonists. In A Taste of Honey
there is a "subversive presence of working-class women and their
sexuality" (Wyllie 27). Wandor argues that part of the play's significance
lies in the fact that it "follows the fortunes of the women at its centre. Male
characters come and go according to the needs of the female gender-driven
story, and we do not follow the men's emotions or dilemmas" (Looking
Back 61).
Delaney also ventures to stage a homosexual, more openly than
before, for the first time in the history of British theatre and a black boy as
the lover of a white girl and the father of her baby. T.C. Worsley
summarises the characters of A Taste of Honey, saying that it is about "a
tart, a black boy giving a white girl a baby, a queer" (qtd. in Lacey, Realist
Theatre 74).
According to Lacey, "A Taste of Honey is remarkable partly because it
breaks a number of racial and sexual taboos: Jo’s lover is a black sailor and
her flat-mate is homosexual, and the main action of the play is the journey
into motherhood of a young, unmarried teenager" (Realist Theatre 93).
Wandor believes that the play's characters are "socially displaced from the
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conventional norms: single mother and part-time whore, illegitimate
teenage mother, gay white man, black sailor boy; a series of 'outsiders' to
British culture" (Looking Back 62). Rabey agrees with Lacey, explaining
that:
Delaney’s sympathetic presentation of a young, independent, unmarried, pregnant Salford teenager, her defiance of her itinerant
mother, and her friendships with her black boyfriend and her
homosexual flatmate, were new to popular mainstream drama of the
time. (41)
1. Jo
Jo is the main character and most of the action revolves around her.
At the beginning of the play, she is a teenager but she ends up as an
expectant mother. She is a student who later leaves school and finds a job
at a shoe shop to support herself and become independent of her mother.
She is "uninhabited and sexually liberated" (Innes, Modern British Drama
233). On the surface, she is defiant and feisty but deep in her heart, she is
quite vulnerable and fragile. She almost begs her mother for some love and
attention, but she is always rewarded with negligence and selfishness. She
tries to compensate for that missing love through establishing a hasty and
short-lived relationship with a black boy who eventually gets her pregnant
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and getting involved with a gay art student who acts as a surrogate mother.
However, at the end of the play, she is reconciled with her mother who
returns to live with her.
2. Helen
Delaney's A Taste of Honey projects mothers in a completely new way
whose audiences are not accustomed to before the mid-fifties. Delaney
declares that mothers are not always ideal and that they are sometimes
very far from the perfect concept of motherhood, that is to say, they do not
perform what society expects them to do. Society always expects mothers
to be caring, loving and ready to make sacrifices and deny their own
pleasures and wishes for the sake of their children. Accordingly, Helen does
not fit into that concept and could not be further from it.
Part of Delaney's originality is that she is audacious enough to
portray a character who goes against all social expectations and has her
own personal agenda instead. From the very beginning of the play, Delaney
describes Helen as "a semi-whore" (7; act 1, sc. 1); she is considered to be a
very bad example of mothers. Instead of looking after her only daughter,
she is pursuing her own whims and personal desires. She is sexually very
active and tries to satisfy her desire through having many sexual
relationships, neglecting her child, Jo, in the process. In fact, Jo is only the
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result of a one-night stand with a retarded person. She is almost always
absent from home, leaving Jo on her own. She is attracted to Peter as he is
younger and has the money to buy her what she asks for. She does not
provide Jo with the emotional support she desperately needs, leaving her
no option but to seek external sources, including a black boy and Geof, to
make up for her emotional deprivation.
3. The Boy
The boy is a twenty-two-year-old black sailor from Cardiff, Wales. He
meets Jo and has a short affair with her. He is another temporary emotional
gap-filler during the absence of Jo's mother. He is light-hearted and treats
Jo well and that is what attracts her to him in the first place. He promises to
marry Jo but she knows from the very beginning that he will not. He is well
aware of the society's view towards him and expresses his astonishment
when Jo is not ashamed to be seen with him in public. He anticipates that
Jo's mother will reject him as a potential husband for her daughter.
In fact, Delaney makes a bold step when she makes a black boy meet
a white girl and get her pregnant. Helen expresses shock and disapproval
when Jo tells her that the father of her child is black. Helen's attitude is
largely taken to be that of the society's.
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4. Geof
Geof is an art student and a "maternally inclined homosexual" (Innes,
Modern British Drama 233). He is kicked out of his rented room because of
his homosexuality and thus has no place to go. He meets Jo who offers him
to move in with her. His sexual orientation shatters any hopes of ever
establishing a fully-fletched relationship with her. Jo is even disgusted
when he tries to kiss her. In fact, Geof acts as a surrogate mother to Jo and
gives her the missing motherly attention she craves for. According to
Wyllie, "Geoffrey's unthreatening presence and supportiveness establish
him as an effective maternal surrogate" (27). From the very beginning, Jo
never conceives of him as a potential lover and only considers him a
temporary emotion-provider till her mother returns to her. As a matter of
fact, he looks after her and even brings her a doll to practise being a mother
before she delivers her baby.
Geof is the first homosexual character to be staged with that degree
of openness on stage in contemporary British drama. Delaney is said to
have written A Taste of Honey after seeing Terence Rattigan's bad
representation of a gay in Variation on a theme. Thus, she wanted to endow
gay people with a more humane dimension (Wyllie 26). According to
Fowler, Delaney "was a head of her time" because she chose to portray a
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gay character on stage (87). Nicholas De Jongh argues that Delaney was
successful in portraying a homosexual positively and without prejudice for
the first time in British drama:
Delany had just written the first major British play in which a gay and
effeminate man is both ridiculed and approved, derided and
accepted. Geof has the strength of mind to be himself, to fight against
orthodoxy and Jo, the voice of a new generation, or at least a
representative working-class girl, accepts, if only for a brief time, a
homosexual man as her best friend and mate. No cold shoulders are
turned. The homosexual is humanised and brought in from the cold.
(93)
In an unprecedented move, the Lord Chamberlain Office approved
the play despite the fact that it features a homosexual character, somehow
directly. However, according to Quirke, "Delaney just had him down as an
‘art student’ and the Lord Chamberlain agreed to turn a blind eye so long as
things weren't made any more obvious in performance" (47). In other
words, Delaney did not exaggerate things, she only dealt with
homosexuality from a humane perspective and did not take things further.
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5. Peter
Peter is the least controversial character in the play. He is a middleaged white man. At the beginning of the play, he is Helen's lover who
desperately pursues her to marry him. He admits that he is attracted to
older women. He has the money needed to attract Helen and persuade her
of marrying him. Later in the play, his interest in Helen gradually
evaporates and he, finally, leaves her for another woman.
Peter is a heterosexual man who never misses a chance to celebrate
his sexuality and good looks; he represents "the gross sexuality and
materialism of the unreconstructed man" (Wyllie 27).
Delaney's contribution on the characterisation level is putting two
female, working-class characters at the centre of her play. She sheds light
on a slice of female characterisation which has been long ignored and
excluded from the British dramatic scene. In addition, she portrays a
homosexual character with an unprecedented degree of humaneness. She
approached homosexual characters from a deeper emotional perspective.
C. Arnold Wesker's The Kitchen
The play contains thirty characters who, prior to the mid-fifties, were
considered to be marginal and were confined to behind-the-scenes roles.
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The Kitchen's characters include cooks, chefs, porters, waitresses and
hostesses. In a typical play staged before the mid-fifties, those characters
would be considered insignificant and would hardly make it to the stage.
However, in The Kitchen, these characters actually are at the centre of the
play and not merely included to add a comic flavour or to bring about the
farcical elements in the play as was the case before the mid-fifties.
Hayman argues that Wesker presents "large slices of working life and
bundles them so unceremoniously on to stage" (43). In fact, Wesker,
himself, worked in one of London's restaurants and The Kitchen is, in fact,
based on his experience there (Taylor 161).
An interesting point to be mentioned is that The Kitchen, actually,
features many nationalities, not only English people. For instance, Kevin is
Irish; Peter, the play's main character, and Hans are German; Gaston and
Nicholas are Cypriot. That gives a hint about the diversity and
multiculturalism which started to characterise England after the war and
still characterise it even today.
In fact, very little is revealed about most of the play's characters.
Nonetheless, there are some characters who stand out from the crowd,
including the two characters upon whom the main line of action is based,
namely Peter and his lover Monique. Thus, the following will be an
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examination of the play's main and prominent characters who have an
impact on the play's incidents.
1- Peter
Peter is the main character in the play. He is a German fish cook. He is
desperately in love with Monique, but has nothing to offer her other than
his passionate love. His unstable relationship with Monique dictates his
mood and behaviour. When things are good between them, he is a good
company. Otherwise, all characters around him get affected by his bad
temper. In general, he is a light-hearted man and tries to help people
whenever he can. He is an optimist and that is pretty evident when he says:
"I am not too old! Never too old. When you're dead you're too old" (59;
interlude).
Throughout the play, he insists that Monique tells her husband that
she will leave him to marry another man but she keeps Peter in the balance
till the very last moment. When Monique, at the end of the play, makes it
clear that she will not be able to continue with their relationship and will
not give him the child he desperately wants, he goes mad, refuses to serve
the maids, sweeps all the plates off his station and starts smashing the gas
ovens, hurting himself in the process.
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Peter is actually the driving force behind much of the play's action.
He makes up the dreams session in which he asks his work mates to tell
their dreams and wishes. He is successful in striking the right note with the
other characters, who, consequently, open up and speak up their minds.
During this session, the characters express their ambitions, hopes and
aspirations and as a result, audiences are able to probe into the characters'
inner depths.
2- Monique
She is a restaurant hostess. She is Peter's married lover. Although she
is in love with Peter, she is not prepared to leave her husband, Monty, who
is, apparently, able to provide her with the financial security she cherishes
more than anything else. She appears hesitant over the course of the play
but she, eventually, makes up her mind and opts for staying with her
husband and getting rid of Peter's second baby which deeply breaks his
heart.
In doing so, she declares that she is more interested in money and
material comfort than real love and emotional happiness. Peter is
desperate to marry her and start a family but she is more willing to have an
open relationship with him without any commitments and simultaneously
to enjoy the material and financial security and stability with her husband.
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3- Marango
He is the restaurant's proprietor. He is a materialistic and
inconsiderate person and does not care about the feelings of his workers.
All he is worried about is his property and money. He reproaches Peter
when he gives the tramp a meat cutlet. He believes that his workers should
be willing to do their best as he pays them good wages. At the end of the
play, when Peter starts smashing his property, he seethes with rage. At that
point, he summarises and, in a sense, questions his mindset and philosophy
of life:
He works, he eats, I give him money. This is life. Isn't it? I haven't
made a mistake, have I? I live in the right world, don't I? (To Peter)
And you've stopped this world. A shnip! A boy! You've stopped it.
Why? Maybe you can tell me something I don't know. Just tell me. I
want to learn something. (To all in the kitchen) Is there something I
don't know? (85; part 2)
4- Paul
He is a pastry cook. He laments the fact that there is a lack of
communication and understanding among people. He cites his story with
his neighbour as a sign of the general lack of sympathy and empathy among
human beings. He shows compassion for him when he goes on strike and
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tries to boost his morale with "words of encouragement" (61; interlude)
but his neighbour does not return them and goes further to say that "a
bomb should have been dropped on the lot of them" (62; interlude),
referring to the peace march in which Paul takes part just because it
obstructs the traffic for a while. Unlike the other characters, all what Paul
wishes for, in the dreams session, is to have a true friend who understands
and sympathises with him.
5- Kevin
He is the new Irish cook. He used to work in much quieter
restaurants which do not pay good wages. He does not like work at Tivoli
as it is hectic, crowded and exhausting and the kind of food served there is
not of the best quality. The audience know that he may leave at any time.
He disapproves of Marango's materialism and unkindness towards his
employees:
I thought he'd a kind face, but when he's done talking with you his
kindness evaporates. In thin air it goes, sudden, and his face gets
worried as though today were the last day and he had to be closing
for good and he were taking a last sad glance at everything going on.
(70; part 2)
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Wesker's The Kitchen is the first play in British drama which ignores
the privileged customers eating at a fashionable restaurant and focuses,
instead, on the people who actually prepare and serve the food including
waitresses, hosts, porters and cooks. In fact, the play prioritises and focuses
on these characters. It probes deep into their psyches and feelings which is
a unique feature of kitchen sink drama.
D. John Arden's Live Like Pigs
One significant feature that distinguishes the characterisation of
kitchen sink drama is the attempt to shed light on new, controversial and
sometimes, repulsive kind of characters. Such characters are exemplified in
Live Like Pigs by the Sawneys. They are "a group of wild, undisciplined
nomads" (Roy 108). The playgoers are literally appalled by their very
presence on stage, let alone their revolting lifestyle and behaviour.
Arden juxtaposes two totally different and incompatible groups of
people, namely the Sawneys and the Jacksons; he brings them together and
lets the audience know what will happen as a result. Unlike the Sawneys,
the Jackson’s household is a traditional family; they are "initially, familiar
figures on the post-war landscape, being newly affluent and ‘respectable’ . .
. a conventional social unit of mother, father and child" (Lacey, Realist
Theatre 132). They lead a quiet life and abide by certain social norms like
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any other typical English family. On the other hand, the Sawneys used to
move from one place to the other before they are finally settled, against
their wishes, in a council house which the government allows them to
occupy. Arden describes them, in his Introductory Note to the play, as
"anachronism" (119). In other words, they do not belong to the community
they are inserted into. Arden draws a comparison between them,
explaining that the Sawneys:
are the direct descendents of the 'sturdy beggars' of the sixteenth
century, and the apparent chaos of their lives becomes an ordered
pattern when seen in terms of a wild empty countryside and a
nomadic existence . . . The Jackson's are an undistinguished but not
contemptible family, whose comparative cosiness is not strong
enough to withstand the violent irruption into their affairs that the
Sawneys bring. (119)
Live Like Pigs features fourteen characters including the Sawneys, the
Jacksons and a few minor characters. The following will be a brief study of
the play's main characters.
1. Sailor Sawney
He is the head of the household. He is seventy years old. Despite his
rudeness and savagery, he, at the end of the play, advises his family not to
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confront the Jacksons and the other community members as it will
complicate matters further and will get them nowhere. Arden describes
him, in his Introductory Note, as "the most barbarous yet least savage of
the group" (122).
2. Big Rachel
She is Sailor Sawney's woman. She is rude, vulgar and not friendly
with her neighbour, Mrs Jackson. She is not faithful to her husband as she
makes advances to Mr Jackson and has a sexual intercourse with him for
some money. She even threatens to tell his wife to get more money. She
finally leaves Sailor Sawney when he hurts his leg declaring that she is not
willing to stay and look after "an old man with a broken leg" (223; sc. 17).
Arden describes her, in his Introductory Note, as "arrogant and harshvoiced" (122).
3. Rosie
She is Sailor Sawney's daughter. She is a single mother of Sally and
Geordie. She is uneducated and rather naive. She refuses to send her
daughter, Sally, to school as she believes that it is not necessary to learn
and study. She is convinced that school harms children and deprives them
of their play and sleep time. She even thinks that receiving letters "is not
good" (195; sc. 14). Although she loves Blackmouth, she finally proves to be
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logical and makes up her mind to ditch him for good as she finds out that he
will never change, this is quite evident in the following exchange:
BLACKMOUTH (passionately). I want you.
ROSIE (bitterly satirical). Ohoho, you do? Third time he says it. First
time's for Sally, next time's wee Geordie, so for your third time – O.K.
Here on this hard house floor just like you cry for . . . And then what?
BLACKMOUTH (rather puzzled). Well and then we _
ROSIE. Well and then we get up again; you wipe yr dirty gob wi' the
back of yr hand and you say: 'Aye aye me old Rosie, never tell 'em
Blackmouth don't know how to love you.' And then there's two years,
and then you come back ; and begod here I am with another little
Blackmouth set puking on me knees. And so we start again. And so
we start again for number four!
BLACKMOUTH (trembling and shaken). You didn't ought to talk to me
like that. That's the road you send men off their nuts, I'll tell you. You
remember the last time.
She turns away. (162-3; sc. 6)
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According to Arden's Introductory Note, she has "a basic sense of
satire and true depth of passion. She is also very weary" (122).
4. Col
He is Rachel’s son. He is a rude and impulsive young man but he can
be considered more civilized than the other Sawneys nonetheless. He tries
to establish an affair with Doreen Jackson but it does not work. He gets
beaten by Mrs Jackson and the community's women. Arden describes him,
in his Introductory Note, as "a loutish youth of eighteen or nineteen, with a
rather more urbanized approach to life than the others . . . He is much given
to uncouth noises to supplement his speech, and has swift and violent
mannerisms" (122).
5. Blackmouth
He is the father of Sally and Geordie. He always leaves Rosie and
pursues other women. He is an alcoholic and the police are always running
after him. In the play, he is described as "half of a Romany" (140; sc. 3). He
gets kicked out of the Sawney's house when he tries to attack Col with a
knife. According to Arden's Introductory Note, "he is twenty-eight years
old, lean and sexy. He is both insolent and obsequious, and can put on a
kind of false joviality that does not take many people in . . . When cross, he
gives clear indications of underlying mental unbalance" (122).
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6. Mr Jackson
He is a traditional middle-aged man. He gets involved with Rachel
and establishes a sexual relationship with her, that is to say, his morals are
not strong enough to survive her immorality and suggestiveness. He is
shocked when Rachel requires him to pay her for the sexual intercourse
they have had, let alone paying more to keep it secret and not tell his wife.
According to Arden's Introductory Note, Mr Jackson is "in process of being
promoted from the working-class proper into the lower-middle . . . He
knows he has a dull life and feels very hurt that when he looks for a little
mild excitement he should receive so much more than he bargained for"
(123).
7. Mrs Jackson
She is a rather traditional housewife. According to Arden’s
Introductory Note, "she loves her gossip, and in general much resembles
her neighbours" (123). She tries to be polite, friendly and on good terms
with Rachel from the very beginning of the play but she is shocked by her
unfriendliness and incivility as evident in the following exchange:
RACHEL. Oh go to hell, you and your fizzing husband.
MRS JACKSON. (stopped gasping in midstream). I beg your pardon! . . .
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RACHEL. I says go to hell. You're not wanted here. Keep to your own
garden, you like it so much. (136; sc. 3)
When she finds out about her husband's infidelity, namely his
relationship with Rachel and that Col is trying to establish a relationship
with her daughter, not to mention the other inconveniences the Sawneys
cause her, she and the other community's women decide to punish the
Sawneys; they start by attacking and beating Col and then trying to break
into the Sawney's house.
8. Doreen
She is Mr Jackson's daughter and works as a shop assistant. She is
attracted to Col despite his rudeness and tries to get involved with him. As
she is highly shielded by her parents and not given the chance to establish
relationships with young men, she, initially, keeps Col away when he makes
advances to her which annoys him and drives him away from her. He
literally ignores her and goes off with Daffodil, Blackmouth's former
mistress. When Col confronts her and invites her directly to have sex with
him, she hesitates again.
She finally decides to leave her parents' home to live on her own. She
finally explodes with grieve and anger, addressing her parents: "Always on
to me. You're always on to me. I never had a chance . . . I'm old enough. I can
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take care of myself, can't I? Can't I? . . . Well I'm going to have a try. I don't
want to stay in this house any longer" (206; sc. 15).
Arden's Live Like Pigs sheds light on lower-class characters with
outrageous behaviour. They lead a repulsive, gipsy-like lifestyle which is
considered offensive to the majority of playgoers after the mid-fifties. At
the time, characters such as Sailor Sawney, Big Rachel and Blackmouth
were avoided and only featured on stage as extras or to add a comic
flavour. However, in Live Like Pigs, Arden makes them main characters in
his play.
To sum up, kitchen sink drama has contributed to shedding light on
new and historically neglected slices of the British society. Its main
achievement, characterisation wise, is thrusting the working-class into the
foreground. Kitchen sink drama shocked audiences, took them out of their
comfort zone and let them know who is actually there under the superficial,
predictable upper-middle classes. It helped shift the dramatic attention
towards people who had waited long enough before being shown on stage.
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Chapter 3: Language and Setting in Kitchen Sink Drama
I-

Language

As the first two chapters of this study tackled two distinctive features
of kitchen sink drama, namely exploring new domestic and social themes
and depicting and focusing on new, previously marginalised slices of the
British society, namely the working classes, the logical subsequent step to
follow is to examine how the characters of this kind of drama really speak
and explore their actual daily dialogues and the language employed to
approach the above mentioned themes.
Another major distinguishing feature of kitchen sink drama is related
to the kind of language it employed. The language of this drama is
characterised by giving up the formal, polite language which is associated
with the drawing-room drama which dominated the dramatic landscape
prior to the mid-fifties, exemplified by the work of Terence Rattigan and
the comedies of Noel Coward. According to Styan, depicting new
characterisation patterns, namely the working classes, brought with it “a
new range of regional speech and a refreshing vitality in the dialogue”
(152).
The language of kitchen sink drama is appropriate for the new and
unfamiliar domestic issues which largely concern the lives of the lower
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classes. Anderson stresses this point arguing that kitchen sink dramatists
applied "new theatrical techniques and an honesty that the polite language
of drawing-room drama had never allowed" (1). Thus, they resorted to a
new kind of language which celebrated ordinary and regional speech.
Thus, the language of kitchen sink drama tends to be that of everyday
speech, local vernaculars and regional dialects. That came as a shock to
theatregoers who "were used to a different theatrical voice, that of
standardised, pseudo-public-school ‘received pronunciation’" (Rabey 30).
A prominent defining characteristic of kitchen sink drama's language
is celebrating regional dialects and ditching the formal, polite and middleclass language. The selected four plays feature lots of impolite words which
theatregoers before the mid-fifties were not accustomed to hearing as will
be shown in the coming pages.
According to Dorney, a new sort of language was necessary to
complete the kind of realism which kitchen sink drama was attempting to
present: "Everything was suddenly far more life-like and a new language
was needed to describe and reflect this" (122). He continues his
explanation of the significance of such language, stressing that kitchen sink
drama:
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concerned itself with ‘living’ and needed a ‘living’ language in which
to express it. This in turn necessitated rejecting the ‘stale and dead’
language of the previous generation of playwrights, in particular
Terence Rattigan, who was derided and ridiculed for the understatedness of his characters’ language. (110)
A. John Osborne's Look Back in Anger
Osborne was the first playwright to depart from the polished, polite
theatrical language and try his hand at a new sort of language that was
appropriate to the kind of themes and characters he approached. According
to Rabey, "Unusually, Osborne dared to associate a 'non-BBC' accent with
articulate intelligence" (30). Dorney also argues that Osborne has the
honour of "breaking the hegemonic stronghold of the standard accent"
(123). Terry Browne agrees with him, stressing that "one of the attractions
of Look Back in Anger, apart from its obvious thematic relevance to
contemporary life, was its break from the so-called standard English – the
English of the Edwardian drawing-room" (qtd. in Dorny 123). Rabey adds
that Look Back in Anger's language is a "feisty lower-class vernacular" (37).
Even the actors and actresses who performed the play spoke "a variety of
regional tones that had previously been the preserve of maids, bobbies and
artisans" (Shellard 52). In other words, even the performers of the play
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were no longer required to speak with the standard Received
Pronunciation or the RP accent.
The following are examples of some informal words used in the play
with their meanings according to Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
English:
 Racket: a loud noise (23; act 1).
 Randy: horny (31; act 1).
 Fluke: something good that happens because of luck (42; act 2, sc. 1).
 Fiver: five pounds (44; act 2, sc. 1).
 Flabby: having unattractive soft loose flesh rather than strong
muscles (52; act 2, sc. 1).
 Bob: shilling (52; act 2, sc. 1).
 Bellyache: stomachache (53; act 2, sc. 1).
 Bloody: used to emphasise what you are saying, in a slightly rude
way. 'Bloody' is used many times in the play.
 Bitch: an insulting word for a woman that you dislike or think is
unpleasant – also used humorously between friends. 'Bitch' is also
used many times in the play.
 Beefcake: strong attractive men with large muscles (79; act 3, sc. 1).
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 Pipe down: to stop talking or making a noise, and become calmer and
less excited (79; act 3, sc. 1).
 Marge: margarine (81; act 3, sc. 1).
In fact, Look Back in Anger's language was scrutinised by the censor
before reaching the stage, for example, the word 'arse' was deleted by Lord
Chamberlain's Office and replaced by 'arm' in "as tough as a night in a
Bombay brothel and as rough as a matelot's arse" (Fowler 111).
The play's language has been described by critics as lively, vigorous,
vivid, alive, very direct and belligerent. For Anderson, "Jimmy Porter's
rhetoric" is "the most distinctive feature of the play" (37). It is worth
mentioning, in this context, that, on 28 November 1956, when the play was
transmitted on Granada television in full, the viewers were warned about
the play's very direct language (Rylance 138).
Jimmy's tirades and soliloquies formulate another striking aspect of
the play's language. They enhance and go hand in hand with the play's main
theme, namely anger. Unlike the stiff, self-conscious and unnatural
language which dominated drama before the mid-fifties, Jimmy's language
is vehement and emotional which contributes to getting across Osborne's
messages very clearly and bluntly; Jimmy's language is "undergraduate in
style, aggressively witty, revelling in wordiness, repetition and
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exaggeration, Jimmy's fulminations are symbolic of the wider cultural
conflict between idealised passion and repressive conformity" (Sierz).
Taylor agrees, stressing the fact that the "burning rhetoric of his great
tirades" makes it easier for Osborne to communicate whatever he has in
mind to his audience (44). Thus, Osborne's use of tirades and passionate
language is deliberate as "Jimmy seeks to goad the surrounding characters,
and by implication, the theatre audience, into some form of response"
(Rabey 32). In this sense, the play’s language serves its intended themes
most effectively. One example of Jimmy's many long tirades is the
following:
Nobody can be bothered. No one can raise themselves out of their
delicious sloth. You two will drive me round the bend soon – I know
it, as sure as I'm sitting here. I know you're going to drive me mad. Oh
heavens, how I long for a little ordinary human enthusiasm. Just
enthusiasm – that's all. I want to hear a warm, thrilling voice cry out
Hallelujah! (he brings his breast theatrically.) Hallelujah! I'm alive!
I've an idea. Why don't we have a little game? Let's pretend that we
are human beings, and that we're actually alive. Just for a while. What
do you say? Let's pretend we're human. (He looks from one to the
other.) Oh, brother, it's such a long time since I was with anyone who
got enthusiastic about anything. (15; act 1)
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B. Shelagh Delaney's A Taste of Honey
One prominent characteristic of the play is attempting to employ a
northern regional dialect. A Taste of Honey takes place in Delaney's
hometown, Salford, near Manchester. Delaney tries to capture how the
people of Salford really speak which is one typical feature of the language
of kitchen sink drama. She does her best to present the authentic speech of
the working and lower classes; how ordinary people around her really talk.
Thus, the play's language is colloquial and its dialogue is "lively and
realistic" (Dyer 8). Wandor agrees, saying that the play's language is "raw
and vibrant" (Looking Back 62).
The play is pregnant with a wide range of spoken, informal and
impolite words and phrases which were not usually resorted to before the
mid-fifties. The following list contains examples of the above with their
meanings according to Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English:
 Hanky: handkerchief (41; act 1, sc. 2).
 Damn: an impolite word used to emphasise a statement (11; act 1, sc.
1).
 Tatty: shabby (12; act 1, sc. 1).
 Pigsty: a very dirty and untidy place (81; act 2, sc. 2).
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 Crumpet: an offensive word for someone who is sexually attractive
(81; act 2, sc. 2).
 Pansy: an offensive word for a man who seems weak and too much
like a woman (79; act 2, sc. 2).
 Knock the living daylights out of her: to hit her a lot and seriously
hurt her (62; act 2, sc. 1).
 Jump down somebody's throat: to suddenly speak angrily to someone
(56; act 2, sc. 1).
 Make yourself scarce: to leave a place (78; act 2, sc. 2).
 Sling your hook: go away (61; act 2, sc. 1).
 Come a cropper: to fail in something, especially unexpectedly (63; act
2, sc. 1).
 Cretin: an offensive word for someone who is extremely stupid (73;
act 2, sc. 2).
Examples of northern English features and vocabulary include when
Helen says 'Eee' as she shivers with cold (11; act 1, sc. 1). Also at one point
Jo drops letters and says 'on't street' instead of 'on the street' (28; act 1, sc.
2). In the previous example, Jo drops two letters from the definite article
which is a feature of many northern dialects (Sanger 35). There are
examples of grammatical irregularities such as dropping the auxiliary as in
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'You been crying?' instead of 'have you been crying?' (36; act, sc. 2). Some
northern English vocabulary includes:
 Croft: a patch of waste land (85; act 2, sc. 2).
 Clough: a gorge or a narrow ravine (85; act 2, sc. 2).
 Flitting: a moving house (15; act 1, sc. 1).

C. Arnold Wesker's The Kitchen
The Kitchen is one of very few plays which give their audiences a clue
about the working-class' speech quality in the actual workplace. The play
puts theatregoers in direct contact with how the kitchen's workers, as a
sample of the working classes, really speak.
The play's dialogues are lively, quick and in harmony with the work
rhythm in the kitchen. The Kitchen abounds with informal, colloquial
language as it attempts to capture authentic working-class speech. Some
informal speech features include dropping whole words like saying
'Morning' instead of 'Good morning'. There are instances of dropping
letters such as the 'd' from 'and' and the 'f' from 'of'.
The following is a list of informal words with their meanings
according to Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English:
 A nag: an annoying person (13; part 1).
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 'Bloody' is used all over the play.
 A kip: a period of sleep (13; part 1).
 Deary: used when speaking in a friendly way to someone (17; part 1).
 Dummy: someone who is stupid (18; part 1).
 Fatty: an insulting word for someone who is fat (21; part 1).
 Lousy: awful (16; part 1).
 Bullshit: rubbish (71; part 2).
 Bollocking: reproach (41; part 1).
 'Veg' is short for vegetables (23; part 1).
 Oh my gawd: Oh my God (18; part 1).
 Swipe : to steal (37; part 1).
 Somebody's favourite tipple: somebody's favourite alcoholic drink
(37; part 1).
 Raving mad: talking or behaving in a crazy way (54; part 1).
The play also includes many instances of grammatical irregularities:
o "Read about the man?": 'Have you' is left out (17; part 1).
o Using the affirmative to ask questions: "You can't get a work in a
factory?" (18; part 1).
o 'Me' is used instead of the possessive adjective 'my' many times in
the play.
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o "I not know where you work": 'do' is left out (22; part 1).
o "We not finished yet": 'have' is left out (26; part 1).
o "You been here too long": 'have' is left out (29; part 1).
o "We going bankrupt or something?": 'are' is left out (73; part 2).
It is worth mentioning that The Kitchen features languages other than
English such as German and French which gives a hint about the British
society's multiculturalism at the time. One example is the following
exchange in German between Hans and Peter who are originally from
Germany:
HANS. (To Peter): Du, gestern Abend hat’s dich aber beinah’ erwischt!
PETER. Sie sind nur mutig, wenn sie zusammen sind! (26; part 1)
D. John Arden's Live Like Pigs
The play is set in an industrial town in northern England. Arden is
eager to show how the characters in Live Like Pigs, the inhabitants of these
areas, really speak. The play's language is that of northern England. Arden
deviates from the standard English and uses an informal language which
"reflects the illiteracies" of his characters (Roy 107).
The northern dialect is revealed in Live Like Pigs through using
certain informal words such as:
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 Missus: a man's wife (127; sc. 1).
 Summat: something (127; sc. 1).
 Nowt: nothing (148; sc. 4)
 Lass: a girl or young woman (179; sc. 7).
 Lad: a boy or young man (133; sc. 1).
 Mam: mother (134; sc. 2).
 Aye: yes (132; sc. 1).
 Anyroad: anyway (206; sc. 15).
 More nor: more than (171; sc. 9).
 Afore: before (145; sc. 4).
 Atween: between (163; sc. 6).
 Gob: an impolite word for someone's mouth (130; sc. 1).
 A natter: a chat (132; sc. 1).
 Feller: a man (134; sc. 2).
 Quid: one pound (138; sc. 3).
 Dump: an unpleasant place (134; sc. 2).
 Kip down: to sleep somewhere, especially somewhere that is not
your home (151; sc. 4).
 Tart: a prostitute (181; sc. 11).
 The nick: a police station (209; sc. 16).
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Live Like Pigs' northern dialect is also manifested through using
plenty of irregular grammatical forms. The following are some examples
which are repeated many times all over the play:
o 'Wor' instead of 'was' and 'were'.
o 'Warn't' instead of 'was not' and 'were not'.
o 'Ent' instead of 'is not' and 'am not'.
o Using irregular verb forms such as in "I've not eat for nigh half a
week" (148; sc. 4); the verb 'eat' should be in the past participle
'eaten' and "I've forgot" (165; sc. 7); the verb 'forgot' should also be
in the past participle 'forgotten'.
o "I thought your tart she lives" (181; sc. 11): double subjects are used
which is not allowed in standard English.
o "You can't prove no different" (199; sc.14): double negative is used. It
is a typical feature of many northern dialects (Sanger 41).
o "I been fifteen year at this game" (199; sc. 14): the verb 'have' is left
out.
o 'Hisself' is used instead of the reflexive pronoun 'himself' (207; sc.
15).
o 'Me' is used instead of the possessive adjective 'my' many times in
the play.
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Other northern English features include dropping letters like the 'th'
from 'them' and the 'o' from 'of'. There are many instances of changing
some letters such as replacing the "F" with an "N" in 'Nancy' and the "C"
with an 'S' in "a Sup of tea." And the 'S' with an 'N' in 'Yourn'.
Finally there are examples of vowel changes such as 'Yer' instead of
'Your' and 'Hinny' instead of 'Honey'.
In a nutshell, the language of kitchen sink drama is defined by
championing the spoken, informal and ordinary language and departing
from the formal, posh and overly polite one. It attempts to capture the
genuine, spontaneous speech of the lower and working classes. Language
wise, kitchen sink dramatists achieved a breakthrough and were
courageous enough to employ regional dialects and abandon the Queen's
English.
II-

Setting

It would be a truism to say that a setting of a play is a pivotal element
in evaluating it and that it is part and parcel of the dramatic process.
Consequently, the story of kitchen sink drama will not be complete unless
the setting of this new kind of drama is examined. The setting of kitchen
sink drama came as a reaction against the drawing-room drama which was
the norm before the mid-fifties and took its name from the kind of setting
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associated with it, namely large, magnificent country houses which were
packed with luxurious furniture and fireplaces and very far from the gritty
realities of the working and lower classes.
Playgoers of the mid-fifties were rather taken aback by the direct
settings of kitchen sink drama since they were accustomed to a totally
different kind of setting, that of the upper-middle classes. Kitchen sink
drama came as a reaction to the so-called genteel 'country-house' drama or
what Kenneth Tynan, the most influential theatre critic of the age, called
the 'Loamshire plays' where everything is beautiful, neat and tidy (Lacey,
Realist Theatre 22).
Prior to the mid-fifties, only the clean and the elegant were shown
and "the messier functions all happen off stage" (Wandor, Looking Back
41). However, with the coming of kitchen sink drama, things changed; now
audiences are directly exposed to the dirtiness and squalor of the working
and lower classes' everyday life and thus “the well-furnished elegance of
the middle-class stage gave place to kitchens and attics, with all its sordid
paraphernalia of cooking stoves and ironing boards and beds” (Styan 152).
To Wandor, kitchen sink drama represented “a move from the uppermiddle class drawing room to the working-class settings of urban England”
(Carry on 140-1).
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Unlike drawing-room drama, kitchen sink plays have no problem
staging various odds and ends including ironing boards, shabby furniture,
kitchen utensils and washing lines since the setting "is no longer required
to be beautiful for its own sake" (Hunt 160). In other words, the dramatic
settings became subjugated and adapted to serve and help the plays’ other
elements, aiming, in the final analysis, to communicate the real aspects of
kitchen sink drama.
There is no longer a need to hide anything filthy from the audience;
theatregoers are now openly invited to observe and examine virtually
everything happening in the household. Thus, kitchen sink drama tends to
demonstrate the actual circumstances and places in which the workingclasses live. In fact, depicting such settings enhances the kind of domestic
themes kitchen sink drama is keen on tackling and sets the tone of the
plays.
A. John Osborne's Look Back in Anger
The play is set in "a cramped dingy attic flat" (Roy 100). It is "a
tumbledown attic flat in a drab Midland town" (Taylor 41). According to
Lacey, part of what distinguishes Look Back in Anger is its "non-bourgeois
provincial setting" (Realist Theatre 70). Unprecedented in British drama,
Look Back in Anger features an ironing board which "belonged in the home
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and certainly not in the theatre" (Shellard 52). The play opens with Alison
standing behind it. Innes argues that "the shabby disorder of the set and
the ordinariness of the characters' occupations (reading Sunday
newspapers, ironing clothes) were taken to represent a new level of social
realism, ushering in an era of 'kitchen sink' drama" (Modern British Drama
89). Osborne aimed, through the play's meticulous stage directions, to
highlight how genuine his setting is:
Most of the furniture is simple, and rather old . . . Below the bed is a
heavy chest of drawers, covered with books, neckties and odds and
ends including a large, tattered toy teddy bear and soft woolly
squirrel . . . Below the wardrobe is a gas stove, and, beside this, a
wooden food cupboard, on which is small, portable radio . . . Down C.
is a sturdy dining table and three chairs, and below this, L. and R., two
deep, shabby leather armchairs (9; act 1).
According to Lacey, Look Back in Anger has transformed the dramatic
setting into "a living-space that contains the possibility of a full range of
domestic activities . . . an act of semiotic vandalism, challenging almost
point by point the iconography of the bourgeois living-room and the
country-house drawing-room" (Realist Theatre 29).
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B. Shelagh Delaney's A Taste of Honey
A Taste of Honey is set in "a comfortless flat in Manchester" (Delaney
7) and more specifically in the northern, industrial town of Salford with its
grimy and poor surroundings. In the play, there is an emphasis on the
filthiness and ordinariness of the place and environment in which Jo and
Helen live; they actually live near a slaughterhouse and a cemetery. The boy
tells Jo: "I hate dirt. And this is just the dirtiest place I've ever seen. The
children round here are filthy" (36; act 1, sc. 2). Jo agrees, saying: "This
place stinks. The river, it's the colour of lead. Look at that washing, it's
dirty, and look at those filthy children" (54; act 2, sc. 1). Dyer explains that
"the poverty of the area is conveyed through descriptions of dirt,
tenements and poor, undernourished, filthy children. Similarly, references
to prostitution and theft convey a forceful image of the social deprivation of
the area" (9).
The setting of A Taste of Honey is absolutely different from the ones
common prior to the mid-fifties as it "is clearly marked as domestic . . . an
interior in which all the domestic activities are potentially on display; the
kitchen area, the double bed, the living and eating areas" (Lacey, Realist
Theatre 94).
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Delaney was after portraying the real surroundings of her birthplace;
she wanted to write about places she knows very well regardless of being
squalid and grimy. She was keen on breaking free from the dominant,
comfortable and easily predictable dramatic settings and shedding light on
the actual living conditions of the working classes in the mid-fifties and
early sixties.
C. Arnold Wesker's The Kitchen
The Kitchen is in fact the first British play to be entirely set in a
restaurant's kitchen (Hayman 44) with all its cooking equipment, including
gas ovens, spoons, forks, plates, ladles, strainers and pots, things which
were virtually prohibited from appearing on stage before the mid-fifties.
Wesker ventured to place his play in the real kitchen of "the Tivoli
restaurant in London’s West End" (Lacey, Realist Theatre 106) and that was
not done in a vacuum, he has deliberately chosen this very setting to drive
his intended themes home.
The Kitchen also shows raw meat, fish and vegetables being prepared
to be cooked and served, the very tasks which were hidden from the eyes of
the audience and done behind the scenes. By doing so, Wesker contributed
to bringing theatre nearer even to the working-class playgoers who were
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largely distant from theatregoing and who craved for seeing their lives
represented on stage as they really lived them.
D. John Arden's Live Like Pigs
Live Like Pigs is set in a post-war council estate in a north-country
industrial town, that is to say, in a working-class, underprivileged milieu.
The play is actually based on a real incident which happened in a northern
council estate (Lacey, Realist Theatre 130) and, hence, Arden wrote his
play, paying special attention to details, regardless of being repulsive to
some people, namely the middle and upper classes who were initially
shocked by such scenes since they were not accustomed to that level of
gritty realism.
Like the other kitchen sink dramatists, Arden has never tried to avoid
staging any dirtiness or unsightly elements required to render his plays
more realistic. In Live Like Pigs he depicts the unpleasantness of the
Sawneys’ place and that is evident in the following excerpt in which the
doctor, who comes to see Daffodil, expresses her disgust at the situation of
the Sawneys’ house:
DOCTOR. This house is appalling, you know, the condition of it:
appalling. Look at the state of this room. Supposed to be a sickroom,
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filthy . . . Filthy. I was appalled by the bathroom, appalled. (159-60;
sc. 6)
Another example is showing Mrs Jackson’s lines of washing on stage
which were stolen by the Old Croaker, “in rags and tatters” (203; sc. 14) in
spite of being an unpleasant thing to feature on stage.
To summarise, kitchen sink drama released plays from the strong
grip of the limited and inadequate drawing room and opened a whole new
range of potential settings. It made it possible for plays to be set in basic
one-room attic flats, humble rented houses, real kitchens and poor council
estates and thus making drama more authentic and down-to-earth. Kitchen
sink drama made playwrights daring enough to think creatively and
determine their settings according to the intended themes and the kind of
characters they are willing to represent. In that sense, such settings came to
complete the unique formula of kitchen sink drama.
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Conclusion
Kitchen sink drama represents a departure from the mainstream
British drama which pervaded the British dramatic landscape prior to the
mid-fifties. It is a landmark in the history of British theatre. This drama is
considered to be a breakthrough due to its contributions in four elements
namely themes, characterisation, language and setting.
Thematically, the domestic and social concerns and gritty realities of
the lower and working classes strongly dominated the dramatic scene after
they were avoided and not touched upon for a very long time. After the
mid-fifties, theatregoers began to see whole new pieces of drama tackling
domestic and minute details of the lower classes’ lives and the reflection of
contemporary, political events on their daily lives. Particularly, in the
aftermath of Look Back in Anger, British playwrights took courage to
penetrate more deeply into the inner, private lives and feelings of the
ordinary British people.
Osborne’s Look Back in Anger explores the feeling of anger at the
much-revered upper-classes who remained for so long untouchable and far
from any kind of criticism, let alone to be received from a working-class
character. In his play, Osborne laments and expresses outrage against the
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situation of Britain and the British society at the time. He cherishes and
longs for the past status quo.
Delaney’s A Taste of Honey examines new social and domestic
territories. Delaney ventured to speak about taboos which were
unthinkable before her including single mothering, mixed marriages and
homosexuality. She explored some of the most horrible realities of the
lower and working classes and the inner relationships among them in the
aftermath of the Second World War.
Wesker’s The Kitchen touches upon the effects of the hectic,
spiritually-consuming modern life on the common British man. It also
demonstrates the impact of the cruel, demanding material life on the
human relationships including among lovers, spouses, and even
neighbours.
Arden’s Live Like Pigs hits new thematic grounds. Arden, differently,
approaches the theme of social incongruity between two totally
incompatible groups of people and manifests what happens as a result of
their confrontation. However, he condemns neither of the two groups.
Kitchen sink drama also achieved a breakthrough and made a
quantum leap forward on the characterisation level. It transformed a whole
class from the margins to the centre of the dramatic action. It put the spot
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light on new character types which used to be extras or were only included
to add a comic aspect to the plays. Each of the discussed plays presents
different kinds of characters. Nevertheless, their common denominator is
their affiliation to the working and lower classes which were largely
forgotten and taken for granted.
Osborne’s Look Back in Anger contributed Jimmy Porter, the first
angry young man who is outraged and dissatisfied with his reality but, at
the same time, impotent and unable to change a single thing about his
situation and status. His anger is splashed everywhere. He targets the
establishment, the class system and its representatives in his own life
including his wife and mother-in-law. Osborne gave voice to the workingclass youth after they have been marginalised for so long.
Delaney’s A Taste of Honey attempted new characterisation types.
Delaney made Helen and Jo, two working-class female characters, the
protagonists of her play, which was an unprecedented step to take at the
time. She depicted a gay character with an unprecedented degree of
openness and directness. She boldly enough portrayed a black character,
having an affair with a white girl and making her pregnant. Delaney is not
even afraid of portraying a character such as Helen who is described as an
immoral woman despite the fact that such a character may offend the
British audience at the time.
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Wesker’s The Kitchen puts a large number of marginal and secondary
characters at the forefront. Wesker makes them essential and central to his
play. In fact, his whole play is about waitresses, hosts, porters and cooks.
Those kind of characters would not have enjoyed such degree of dramatic
popularity prior to the mid-fifties. Before kitchen sink drama, those
characters were hardly visible on stage but now they are put forward as
heroes and heroines.
Arden’s Live Like Pigs depicts a family of nomad-like people who are
hardly governed by any social rules. The fact that they are unsociable and
their behaviour and manners are loathsome does not prevent Arden from
featuring them on stage as a major part of his work; that indicates a major
change in the mentality of playwrights after the mid-fifties. Although
theatregoers were not accustomed to seeing such kind of characters on
stage, Arden included them very boldly in his play to drive his ideas home.
Thus, the concept that drama should only focus on upper-middle class
people has become a thing of the past.
Kitchen sink drama denounced the kind of language prevalent before
the mid-fifties; a very formal, polite kind of English which did not reflect
how the majority of British people, namely the working and lower classes,
really spoke. Instead, it embraced local vernaculars, spoken English and
regional accents.
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The language Osborne opts for in Look Back in Anger is a vehement,
strong, direct and authentic one which expresses the feelings of his
protagonist, Jimmy Porter, and helps get across his message bluntly. In A
Taste of Honey, Delaney employs a regional northern accent and adopts a
colloquial language to be true to the way the people around her in Salford
speak. She is not even afraid of using impolite words and phrases. Wesker’s
The Kitchen gives audiences a clue to the quality of language used at the
workplace, a restaurant’s kitchen in this case. Arden’s Live Like Pigs
dismisses standard English as too good to be true and uses informal English
and a northern dialect instead.
Kitchen sink drama rebels against the ever-clean, pleasant-to-look-at
drawing-room drama. It gives up the magnificent and luxurious in favour of
mirroring the real environments and milieus of the working and lower
classes regardless of how dirty and unsightly they are. Look Back in Anger
is set in a one-room, humble flat. A Taste of Honey is set in a horrible, rented
home in a poor, industrial area to the north of England. The Kitchen is set in
a restaurant's kitchen in London. Live Like Pigs is set in a council estate in a
northern, industrial working-class district.
In a nutshell, kitchen sink drama has distinctive tenets in four
dramatic areas namely themes, characters, language and setting. Those
features make it a significant turning point in the history of British drama.
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It tends to tackle the domestic and social concerns of the working classes
and the impact of contemporary, political events on their private lives. It
focuses on the working-classes and puts them at its centre. It champions
colloquial and informal English and the regional dialects. This dramatic
movement has changed the direction of drama from the drawing-room to
real, down-to-earth and even squalor settings. Kitchen sink drama has
contributed to abolishing censorship on drama completely in 1968, paved
the way for more bold and daring drama and encouraged later British
dramatists to try their hands at new kinds of themes, characters, language
and dramatic settings.
This dissertation is an attempt to explain why virtually every single
study of British drama after the Second World War assigns Osborne's Look
Back in Anger to be the beginning of the British theatre's renaissance. The
study claims to be a fully-fledged guide to understanding and approaching
kitchen sink drama as a distinctive dramatic movement which had a major
influence on later dramatists and dramatic trends. It identifies and outlines
its features clearly and smoothly. It contains a full dissection and analysis
of four plays by four different playwrights as examples of this drama. It
aspires to be a point of reference for the students of literature who are
keen on studying British drama in the fifties and beyond.
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